INTRODUCTION
============

Pancreatic cancer is currently the 4th leading cause of death by cancer in both women and men in Europe and United States. Pancreatic cancer patients lose 98% of their healthy life expectancy at the point of diagnosis.[@B1] The American Cancer Society\'s estimates for 2018 indicate that 55,440 people (29,200 men and 26,240 women) will be diagnosed with pancreatic cancer while about 44,330 people (23,020 men and 21,310 women) will die of it.

Despite the fact that surgery for PDAC remains the path to prolonged survival, increased attention was brought to the role of adjuvant and neo-adjuvant chemotherapy/chemoradiation especially in borderline resectable pancreatic cancer (BRPC) in order to increase the respectability rate. Determining resectability of the primary tumor requires appropriate preoperative staging, sophisticated imaging and multidisciplinary experts in PDAC in order to avoid unnecessary operations and to discriminate unresectable disease from BRPC.[@B2]

Historically, high-quality computed tomography (CT) scanning has been used to classify PDAC to resectable (stages 1 and 2), locally advanced (stage 3) and metastatic-unresectable tumor (stage 4). In recent years, sophisticated imaging tools and techniques tend to create a new growing category of patients under the term of borderline resectable PDAC. This subgroup includes patients whose disease includes vessel involvement. Although these cases were considered as unresectable tumor in the near past, today indication for curative resection is taken into consideration as the appropriate treatment.[@B2]

International Study Group for Pancreatic Surgery and National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) have published special criteria for resectability taking under consideration the radiographic findings, including CT with a pancreas-specific protocol, the presence or absence of metastasis and the association of tumor with major blood cells. According to NCCN criteria localized PDAC is distinguished as resectable, borderline resectable and unresectable on the basis of distant metastasis and vessels\' involvement.[@B3]

Resectable is the tumor without distant metastasis, without extensions to arterial vessels specifically celiac axis (CA), superior mesenteric artery (SMA) and hepatic artery (CHA) and without contact with superior mesenteric vein (SMV) or portal vein (PV) or \<180° contact with vein contour irregularity.[@B3]

Borderline resectable PDAC in the pancreatic head is the solid tumor contact with CHA without extension to CA or artery bifurcation and variant arterial anatomy, contact with SMA\<180°, contact with SMV or PV\<180° without venous contour irregularity or thrombosis which allows safe and complete arterial and venous resection and reconstruction.[@B3]

Borderline resectable PDAC in the pancreatic body/tail is the solid tumor contact with the CA of \<180° or contact with CA\>180° without involvement of the aorta and gastroduodenal artery in order to allow a modified Appleby surgery. The above vessel involvement is under discussion because some members of NCCN believe that it is contraindication for resection.[@B3]

Unresectable ductal adenocarcinoma regarded the tumor with distant metastasis, including non-regional lymph node metastasis. Depended of the anatomy, PDAC is considered unresectable if it is in contact with SMA or CA more than 180° or has any aortic and venous involvement which cannot be reconstructed surgically.[@B3]

There is always a risk of early failure after surgery which commonly associated with inadequate preoperative radiological staging, lack of radical surgery and variation in tumor aggressiveness. Recent studies indicate that PDAC appears a heterogeneous spectrum of different biological characteristics which determine tumor progression and its response to treatment.[@B4]

PANCREATIC CANCER BIOLOGY
=========================

Despite recent progress in treatment of pancreatic cancer, the overall median survival still remains extremely poor, As a result, new curative approaches are urgently needed to be applied.[@B5] Remarkably, due to self-sufficiency in growth signals, limitless replication, apoptosis resistance and metastatic invasion, pancreatic tumor cells have decreased response to conventional radio- and chemotherapy.[@B5][@B6] Therefore, substantial research into tumor microenvironment is required to identify targets for developing potential treatment agents.[@B6]

TGF-β seems to be a potential biomarker of tumor activity, as it regulates the epithelial-mesenchymal transition process.[@B6] Melisi et al.[@B7] demonstrated a phase II study comparing the efficacy of galunisertib, a TGF-β inhibitor, and gemcitabine in contrast to gemcitabine alone in patients with unresectable pancreatic cancer. Combination of agents resulted in a higher median overall survival of 10.9 months, compared with 7.2 months for gemcitabine alone, thus leading to tumor suppression, when decreased levels of TGF-β were noted.[@B7] Overexpression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in pancreatic cancer promotes neo-angiogenesis and disorganization of tumor vasculature.[@B6] In a double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase III trial, axitinib, a selective inhibitor of VEGF receptors, and gemcitabine, have been administered in patients with locally advanced or metastatic pancreatic cancer.[@B8]

However, the addition of axitinib to gemcitabine compared to gemcitabine and placebo showed no significant improvement in overall survival.[@B8]

Recent studies have also focused on therapeutic agents targeting stroma cells. Pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs), also known as activated fibroblasts, play a central role in pancreatic tumor resistance, invasion and progression increasing extracellular matrix synthesis.[@B9] All-trans retinoic acid (ATRA), combined with gemcitabine, can diminish PSCs\' invasive ability through the RAR-β/MLC-2 pathway, thereby resulting in a more quiescent phenotype.[@B10] In addition, paresotide, a somatostatin analogue, combined with gemcitabine, was effectively utilized to inhibit the protein synthesis mTOR/4E-BP1 pathway in cancer-associated fibroblasts, reducing tumor growth and chemoresistance.[@B11] Tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) also play a critical role in tumor microenvironment by suppressing the immune response, promoting tumorigenesis, metastasis and angiogenesis.[@B12] Immunotherapies targeting TAMs include therapeutic agents depleting TAMs or inhibiting TAM differentiation, regulating TAM polarization or blocking factors related with pro-tumor function of TAMs.[@B12]

Furthermore, Mahalingam et al.[@B13] published a phase II trial investigating the efficacy of reolysin, an oncolytic virus, in combination with gemcitabine, in advanced pancreatic cancer patients. Thirty-four patients were included in the study. Partial response was achieved in 1 of 34, stable disease was found in 23 of 34, whereas progressive disease was found in 5 of 34. Median overall survival was estimated to be 10.2 months. Upregulation of programmed death ligand (PD-L1) following reolysin was noted, highlighting the potential of combining oncolytic virus treatment with checkpoint inhibitors.[@B13] TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) was referred to induce apoptosis in tumor cells through binding of the trans-membrane death receptors (DR) TRAIL-R1/R2 and DR5.[@B5] Recent data of phase I and II studies are available on TRAIL-R agonists antibodies, conatumumab and tigatuzumab, as a promising treatment for pancreatic cancer.[@B5] Although the combination of the previously mentioned antibodies with gemcitabine resulted in high percents of stable disease and improved 6-month-survival in patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer, it failed to ensure long-term survival rates and tumor response in comparison with gemcitabine alone.[@B5] Further intensified research should be directed towards molecular mechanisms that can suppress or trigger pancreatic tumor cells\' proliferation and metastatic invasion and seek for targeted therapy agents.

NEUTROPHIL TO LYMPHOCYTE RATIO (NLR) AND PLATELET TO LYMPHOCYTE RATIO (PLR)
===========================================================================

Prognostic markers for risk stratification in patients with borderline pancreatic cancer would be of significant value to clinicians, especially for those with economical and easily calculated features. Such markers include C-reactive protein (CRP), the Modified Glasgow Prognostic Score, and ratios such as the neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and platelet to lymphocyte ratio (PLR).[@B14][@B15] NLR in specific has been thoroughly investigated in other cancers and its predictive importance has been reported in cases such as colorectal cancer and colorectal liver metastases.[@B16][@B17][@B18] Proposed mechanisms for the role of NLR include relative lymphocytopenia resulting in a poorer immune response to malignancy and a high neutrophil count enhancing the development of a neoplasmatic tumor through the release of vascular endothelial growth factor.[@B16][@B17][@B18] Similarly PLR has been reported to hold a significant predictive value in regards to overall survival (OS) in ovarian cancer, colorectal cancer and also colorectal liver metastases.[@B19][@B20][@B21][@B22]

In regards to borderline and locally advanced pancreatic cancer, Lee et al.[@B23] from Seoul\'s Yonsei group reported recently NLR and PLR as useful markers of prediction for prognosis of advanced pancreatic cancers. Their patients\' data included borderline or locally advanced pancreatic cancer patients receiving chemoradiotherapy as neoadjuvant or as definitive treatment. They showed that a higher NLR or PLR to be related to poor OS and progression free survival (PFS). Furthermore they reported that when both NLR and PLR values were high, they detected worse results for OS and PFS.

Previously Hasegawa et al.[@B24] had investigated a cohort of pancreatic cancer patients receiving neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy prior to complete surgical resection, and reported that a pre treatment NLR was an independent predictive marker of the pathological response to preoperative therapy. Asari et al.[@B25] also reported, in a cohort of borderline pancreatic cancer (BR-PDAC) patients undergoing curative resection upfront, a preoperative NLR\>3 to be an independent predictive risk factor. The authors also showed that elevated preoperative NLR and PLR values had a prognostic role regarding overall survival in BR-PDAC patients.

CHEMOTHERAPY
============

Neoadjuvant treatment has been increasingly applied in patients with borderline resectable pancreatic cancer, as it ensures the delivery of multidisciplinary management to all patients who are about to undergo surgery, downstages tumors to facilitate surgical resection and also increases total and R0 resection rates.[@B26][@B27] Current clinical trials and meta-analyses have been comparing the efficacy of the main cytotoxic agents used in neoadjuvant chemotherapy,[@B26] as well as the role of radiotherapy (RT), currently used as chemoradiotherapy (cXRT) in the management of borderline resectable pancreatic cancer.[@B28]

Dhir et al.[@B29] completed a systematic meta-analysis on the effects of neoadjuvant therapy in the treatment of non-metastatic pancreatic cancer. Review was performed for 279 articles, but only 96 studies including 82 original articles and 14 abstracts, with a total of 5,520 patients, were selected for quantitative synthesis. Among these studies, 5 were a phase I, 3 were a phase I/II, 22 were a phase II and 1 was a phase III. Most of the studies were retrospective, while 11 studies were prospective. 1,014 patients with borderline resectable and locally advanced tumors were included in these studies, according to the criteria for resectability defined by an expert consensus statement in 2009. Chemotherapy alone was used as neoadjuvant therapy in 20 (20.8%) studies, chemoradiotherapy in 33 (34.4%) studies, chemotherapy with chemoradiation was used in 41 (42.7%), and radiation alone was used in 2 (2.1%) studies. 48 studies utilized the RECIST criteria for radiologic response to neoadjuvant therapy, while in 41 studies the criteria used were not adequately mentioned. Utilizing FOLFIRINOX as chemotherapy drug provided the best median survival of 22.1 months (range 16.7--34 months) followed by GTX (gemcitabine, taxane, capecitabine) at 19.4 months (range 15.6--25 months). Pooled median overall survival with single-agent chemotherapy (gemcitabine/5FU/capecitabine) was 14.7 months (range 9.1--47 months), in contrast to 16.1 months (range 7.3--45 months) when two drug regiments were used. Nevertheless, the above study failed to compare the efficacy of pre-operative chemotherapy agents and determine the role of radiation therapy and Contant X Ray Treatment (cXRT) specifically in patients with borderline resectable pancreatic cancer.

Gillen et al.[@B30] published a second systematic review and meta-analysis of 111 retrospective and prospective studies from 1996 to 2009 concerning the effects of neoadjuvant therapy on tumor response and resection in pancreatic cancer. From 515 initially retrieved studies, 111 trials were included with a total of 4.394 patients. There were 15 phase I, 13 phase I/II, 28 phase II, 14 cohort studies and 41 case series. Trials were subdivided into groups considering initially resectable and non-resectable (borderline resectable/unresectable) tumors. Chemotherapy was applied as neoadjuvant treatment in 107 studies, utilizing gemcitabine, 5-FU, mitomycin C, and platinum compounds as the main agents. Antibodies or tyrosine kinase inhibitors were also included in five studies. Radiotherapy was given in 104 studies with doses ranging from 24 Gy to 63 Gy. Complete and partial responses were 2.2% (95% CI: 1.3--3.3%) and 25.8% (95% CI: 20.2--31.8%) respectively for patients treated with mono-chemotherapy, versus 5.3% (95% CI: 3.8--7%) and 34.7% (95% CI: 28.9--40.9%) respectively for combination therapy. Finally, analysis of trials with monotherapy versus poly-chemotherapy revealed an estimated 20% increase in the resection rates for patients with locally advanced - unresectable tumors, when combination chemotherapy was used. Data regarding the optimal cytotoxic and radiotherapeutic agents have not been mentioned on the above meta-analysis, and as a result further clinical trials are needed to determine the best regimen for neoadjuvant treatment.

Gemcitabine mono-therapy seems to be utilized in resectable tumors, as well as in the palliative treatment, whereas combination chemotherapy is administered in advanced diseases, as it prevails from gemcitabine-mono therapy.[@B27] A phase III multicenter randomized ESPAC trial has compared the efficacy of gemcitabine alone or in combination with capecitabine in advanced pancreatic cancer. The study revealed that the addition of capecitabine in the neoadjuvant therapy with gemcitabine prolonged overall median survival from 19 to 26 months. Notably, induction chemotherapy followed by cXRT has been historically preferred for the treatment of borderline resectable pancreatic cancer, because of the lack of a robust response to chemotherapy alone; cXRT decreases the risk of local recurrence after polychemotherapy.[@B26][@B31] In a small series published from Patel et al.[@B32] in 2011, 18 borderline resectable pancreatic cancer patients received induction chemotherapy with GTX (gemcitabine, docetaxel, capecitabine) followed by 5-FU Intensity-modified Radiation Therapy (IMRT). Out of the 17 patients who completed neoadjuvant treatment, 14 underwent surgery and 8 successfully achieved a Whipple operation with R0 resection margins. Progression-free survival of all patients was 10.48 months and median overall survival was 15.6 months, thus succeeding in clinical outcomes similar to resectable pancreatic cancer.[@B32] However, a recent study of 575 patients with locally advanced pancreatic cancer revealed that FOLFIRINOX chemotherapy resulted in significantly higher secondary resection rates and overall survival compared to gemcitabine-based cXRT.[@B33] Resection rates were 60.8% in the FOLFIRINOX group, in contrast with 48% after gemcitabine and radiation. Three-year survival rate also seemed to be higher in FOLFIRINOX group than any other treatment group (28.1% versus 23.2%).[@B33] Furthermore, in a clinical trial published from Boone et al.,[@B34] 12 patients with borderline resectable and 13 with unresectable pancreatic cancer underwent treatment with FOLFIINOX receiving a mean of 5 cycles. Overall negative resection rate was 33%; with 55% of borderline resectable and 10% of unresectable patients achieving R0 resection margins.[@B34] FOLFIRINOX was also found to be more cytotoxic agent compared with gemcitabine for patients with metastatic pancreatic tumors.[@B35] Conroy et al.[@B35] reported a study of 342 metastatic patients, treated with FOLFIRINOX or gemcitabine for six months. Pooled estimates showed that the response rate in the FOLFIRINOX group was 31.6% (95% CI: 24.7--39.1%) versus 9.4% (95% CI: 5.4--14.7%) in patients treated with gemcitabine. The median overall survival for patients treated with FOLFIRINOX and gemcitabine was 11.1 months (95% CI: 9--13.1) and 6.8 months (95% CI: 5.5--7.6) respectively. Median progression - free survival was also higher in the FOLFIRINOX group; with 6.4 months in contrary to 3.3 months in the gemcitabine group.

Besides FOLFIRINOX, gemcitabine/nab-paclitaxel/S-1 (GAS) has also administered as combination neoadjuvant treatment in patients with borderline resectable pancreatic cancer.[@B27] A phase I study of the above mentioned chemotherapy agents has been published from Kondo et al.[@B36] in December 2016 including a total of 16 patients with borderline resectable disease. Complete response was not achieved in any patient; 5 patients had partial response, 10 had stable disease, while one patient was found with progressive disease after having completed five cycles of chemotherapy. From 13 of 16 patients who underwent surgery with curative intent, R0 resection was performed in 12 of them. The initial results of the study indicated that GASchemotherapy was efficient without severe toxicity.[@B36] Because of the high response and resection rates of FOLFIRINOX and GAS chemotherapy in the neoadjuvant treatment of pancreatic cancer, these protocols have gained increasing interest particularly for borderline and unresectable cancer during recent years.[@B31]

Ongoing clinical trials are already conducted to confirm the best neoadjuvant treatment protocol for patients with borderline and locally advanced pancreatic cancer.[@B26] In June 2018 Conroy et al.[@B37] from ASCO university presented a randomized phase III trial of 493 patients with resectable pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma treated with mFOLFIRINOX after undergoing surgery. In contrary to gemcitabine alone, adjuvant treatment with mFOLFIRINOX, a modified agent including oxaliplatin, leucovorin, irinotecan and fluorouracil, augmented the median disease-free survival (21.6 versus 12.8 months), as well as the median overall survival (54.4 versus 35 months), with manageable heamatologic side effects.[@B37] Observing the effectiveness of mFOLFIRINOX in adjuvant treatment, Dr. Conroy indicated that it could be also successfully utilized as a neoadjuvant therapy regiment for patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer and appear more effective than gemcitabine, which is the current standard of treatment ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).[@B37]

RADIATION THERAPY
=================

Although novel agents, such as FOLFIRINOX and nab-paclitaxel, have been added to neoadjuvant treatment sequencing for pancreatic cancer, challenges still exist in improving survival outcomes and disease local control.[@B38] The LAP07 randomized clinical trial proved that the addition of conventionally chemoradiotherapy to chemotherapy did not improve the overall survival in locally advanced pancreatic cancer or reduce treatment toxicity.[@B39] In a recent meta-analysis of 41 prospective studies, Chang et al.[@B40] also evaluated the role of consolidation chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) followed by chemotherapy in locally advanced pancreatic cancer. CCRT utilized in a total of 1018 patients, while chemotherapy alone in 954 patients. No significant difference was noted between 1-year survival benefit with the administration of CCRT after induction chemotherapy in comparison to chemotherapy alone.[@B40] As a result, current studies aim to assess the benefit of different techniques and modalities of radiotherapy in combination with systemic therapies.[@B38][@B41] A randomized phase II ESPAC-5F trial is already about to assess the effectiveness and safety of chemoradiotherapy with gemcitabine or capecitabine following gemcitabine plus capecitabine chemotherapy in patients with locally advanced pancreatic cancer. If encouraging, this trial will determine the experimental arm of a phase III study comparing radiation therapy against chemotherapy alone. Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) is an emerging approach which enables the delivery of higher doses of radiation to the tumor, with minimal doses to the adjacent normal tissues.[@B38] In contrast with conventionally fractionated radiotherapy (CFRT), where the duration of systemic treatment is up to 6 weeks, patients treated with SBRT need to be off systemic therapy for a short period of time, typically one to two weeks, as it employs a hypofractionated regiment.[@B41] In a retrospective review of 8,450 patients with locally advanced pancreatic cancer using the National Cancer Database, receipt of SBRT leaded to higher rates of median overall survival (13.9 months vs 11.6 months) and 2-year overall survival (21.7% vs 16.5%) in comparison with CFRT.[@B42] Furthermore, pooled results from current literature proved that tumor local control was almost 80% after one year treatment with SBRT.[@B41] Gastrointestinal toxicity rates caused by higher doses of SBRT could be eliminated with the utilization of stereotactic MRI-guided radiotherapy (SMART), allowing SBRT to achieve high doses of hypofractionated radiation without damaging surrounding radiosensitive normal structures.[@B38]

Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is also an irradiation therapy which achieves an increase in target tumor dose, while minimizing toxicity to surrounding normal tissues.[@B43] Masui et al.[@B43] investigated the advantages of IMRT over conventional RT for patients with borderline resectable pancreatic cancer with arterial abutment. A total of 29 patients were enrolled in the study; 18 of them underwent IMRT, while 12 of them conventional RT before resection. R0 resection rates were 84% for the patients treated with IMRT and 83% for the RT group. Local control rate, according to the Evans classification, was higher in the IMRT group than in the RT group, while median overall survival was 32 months and 13.8 months respectively.[@B43] Several recent studies have proved that the utilization of IMRT in locally advanced pancreatic cancer leaded to excellent local control and survival rates.[@B44] In addition, Goto et al.[@B44] implemented dynamic tumor-tracking IMRT (DTT-IMRT) with real-time monitoring, using a gimbal mounted linac, in patients with locally advanced pancreatic tumors, so as to manage tumor motion and avoid deviation between planned and actual dose distribution. In a follow-up period of 22.9 months, median overall survival was estimated at 23.6 months and locoregional progression free survival rates were 90.9% and 37.9% after one and two years respectively, while severe gastrointestinal toxicity was noted in only one patient, compared to the outcomes of the previously mentioned LAP07 clinical trial, where the median survival was 15.2 months and grade 3--4 toxicity rates were 23.1%.[@B44][@B39]

Last but not least, particle therapy, including proton and carbon ion therapy, is being explored as a novel treatment modality for pancreatic cancer, providing greater biological effectiveness because of a higher linear energy transfer compared to photon treatment, thereby decreasing dose to adjacent tissues within the exit beam path.[@B41] In a dosimetric trial comparing particle therapy and IMRT, 13 patients with unresectable cancer of the pancreatic head were treated with proton plans calculated to 55 Gy in 25 fractions.[@B45] Proton therapy minimized stomach, duodenum and small bowel dose in the mid to low dose regions compared to IMRT, but it failed to derive reduced dose in the mid to high dose regions, as well.[@B45] Further follow-up is needed to define the biological significance of decreased dose to the low dose regions. In another multi-institutional study, 72 patients with locally advanced pancreatic cancer were treated with carbon ion therapy in combination with precedent or concurrent gemcitabine.[@B46] Median overall survival was 21.5 months (95% CI: 11.8--31.2 months), while concurrent chemotherapy and the higher prescribed dose of radiation were statistically significant factors regarding overall survival.[@B46] In total, new radiotherapy modalities are an encouraging approach for the treatment of non-resectable pancreatic cancer, alone or in combination with systemic chemotherapy ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

IMMUNOTHERAPIES IN PANCREATIC CANCER
====================================

Immunotherapy against cancers has contributed to encouraging outcomes in preclinical models over decades, thus recent clinical trials have investigated its therapeutic application in counteracting pancreatic cancer cells.[@B47] Programmed cell death receptor ligand (PD1/PDL1)-inhibitors seem to be a promising therapeutic approach in a number of human cancers, as well as in pancreatic cancer, enhancing the anti-tumor immune response in PDL1-upregulated tumors in preclinical models.[@B48] Birnbaum et al.[@B48] analyzed PDL1 mRNA expression in 453 pancreatic cancer samples and demonstrated that *PDL1* upregulation was observed in 19% of cancer samples, compared to normal samples, leading to shorter disease-free survival and overall survival rates. In a multicenter phase I trial, a total of 207 patients with selected advanced cancers, received intravenous anti-PDL1 antibody.[@B49] Response rates were ranged from 6% to 17% of all patients and disease stabilization was extended in patients with advanced cancers, including non-small-cell cancer, melanoma, renal-cell cancer and ovarian cancer, but not in patients with pancreatic cancer.[@B49] Additional clinical trials are needed to evaluate efficacy and safety of PDL1 inhibitors specifically in patients with advanced pancreatic cancer.

CTLA-4 (CD152) is another checkpoint receptor target for immunotherapy in pancreatic cancer, which controls early stages of T-cell activation.[@B47] Preclinical models presented improved tumor local control and its decrease after utilization of the anti-CTLA-4 agent, ipilimumab.[@B47] Le et al.[@B50] demonstrated a phase Ib clinical trial to evaluate safety, survival rates and T-cell responses to ipilimumab alone (arm 1) and in combination with GM-CSF vaccine (arm 2) in 30 patients with previously treated pancreatic cancer. The combination of drugs resulted in prolonged disease stabilization and improved median and 1-year overall survival; 3.6 vs 5.7 months and 7 vs 27%, respectively.[@B50] Investigations of Washington University presented that CSF1R blockade also upregulated PDL1 and CTLA4, and as a result, combining these agents with CSF1R blockade robustly provoked tumor regressions.[@B51] These findings provide a reasoning to reprogram immunosuppressive myeloid cell populations in the tumor microenvironment under circumstances that can significantly strengthen the treatment outcomes of checkpoint-based immunotherapeutics ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).[@B51]

VASCULAR RESECTIONS
===================

Historically, arterial abutment has been considered as a contraindication to pancreatectomy (PD), due to increased perioperative morbidity and mortality specially related to arterial resection and reconstruction, compared to standard PD.[@B1] Concurrent PD with vascular resection applies to increase the possibility for negative resection margins.[@B1] Celiac axis or common hepatic artery (CHA) resections are carried out more often, whereas resection of the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) is scarcely recommendable, even if it can be technically possible.[@B1] Lately, with the incorporation of neoadjuvant therapy, removement of the primary tumor is feasible, even in the setting of complex encasement or occlusion of SMA.[@B1]

Vicente et al.[@B52] presented a series of 25 cases of locally advanced pancreatic cancer, 12 of them undergoing PD with resection of SMA and superior mesenteric vein (SMV) after receiving neoadjuvant treatment. Concominant SMA and SMV resection was applied to five patients, while post-operative mortality occurred in only one of them. Gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel was administered in one patient, whose disease-free survival was 31 months from surgery.[@B52] Moreover, an ongoing multicenter phase II clinical trial (JASPAC05) is about to evaluate neoadjuvant S-1 with concurrent radiotherapy as preoperative treatment for patients with borderline resectable pancreatic tumors occluding major vessels.[@B53] The primary objective of the study is R0 resection rate, while the secondary endpoints include safety of systematic treatment and subsequent surgery, survival rates, response rates to treatment and pathological response rate.[@B53] Fujii et al.[@B54] published another study, comparing the use of neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (NACRT) versus upfront surgery in patients with borderline resectable tumors, with abutment of SMA or CHA. 21 patients were treated with neoadjuvant therapy followed by surgery with the rationale of preserving the artery, while 71 patients underwent surgery first. Eventually, 18 and 50 patients from each group underwent resection, respectively. A positive microscopic resection margin was observed in 60% of the patients who underwent upfront surgery, whereas the total number of patients who received systemic therapy before surgery achieved an R0 tumor resection. Positive lymph nodes metastases were significantly lower in the NACRT group, as well. In addition, the estimated 1- and 2-year survival rates were higher in the NACRT group than in the upfront surgery group, among the matched patients.[@B54] Consequently, neoadjuvant therapy followed by surgery leaded to greater clinical advantages in patients with pancreatic tumors involving major arteries. Overall, PD for non-resectable pancreatic tumors affecting major arteries still remains a challenging approach with high mortality rates. Nevertheless, in selected cases, such as young age and high radiological and biological response to systemic therapy, combined arterial resection with PD should be taken into account as the best treatment option resulting in potential locoregional control and increased survival rates.[@B52][@B54]

Generally, thanks to novel perioperative management techniques and multidisciplinary systemic treatment, concomitant venous and arterial resection and reconstruction have thus been aggressively attempted in combination with significantly higher negative resection margins and disease-free survival rates versus upfront vascular resection and adjuvant chemoradiation therapy.[@B1] Ielpo et al.[@B55] reported a study of 81 patients with potentially resectable pancreatic cancer comparing neoadjuvant treatment with gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel versus upfront surgery. Forty-five patients with borderline resectable tumors with abutment of major vessels were included in the study, according to NCCN guidelines. A total of 26 patients out of 45 completed neoadjuvant treatment and 16 patients (61.5%) underwent PD, while 19 patients out of 45 underwent upfront surgical excision; neoadjuvant treatment resulted in four times higher overall survival (43.6 vs 13.5 months) compared to surgery first.[@B55] Although vascular resection following NACRT seems to be a more technically challenging procedure in comparison with a surgery-first approach, due to the presence of scar tissue or insistence of tumor-vessel abutment after NACRT, this approach leads to significantly higher R0 resection and median overall survival rates.[@B56] Even if apparent improved tumor-vessel interactions are rarely noticed on post-treatment CT scan, patients with adequate performance status and without metastatic disease should be candidates for surgery.[@B56]

DISCUSSION
==========

The contribution of neoadjuvant treatment for borderline or locally advanced pancreatic cancer is well recognized for both patients and physicians, as it increases negative resection margins and progression-free survival and -facilitates the technical aspects of surgical resection, concerning the relationship of the tumor to surrounding vascular structures.[@B26][@B57] A recent meta-analysis investigated the radiologic response, resection rates and overall survival in 5520 patients with pancreatic cancer.[@B29] Pooled estimates of patients with borderline resectable/locally advanced tumors showed a complete response in 0%, partial response in 20%, stable disease in 59% and progression in 16% during therapy. Resections were performed in 53% (95% CI: 36--70%) and R0 resection rates were 39% (95% CI: 27--52%) for borderline resectable/locally advanced patients on an intention to-treat-basis with a median survival of 26 months (range 13--47.4) and a progression-free survival of 12.5 months (range 9--19.7). Finally, the R0 resection rates were 85% in patients who underwent resection.[@B29] Furthermore, Gillen et al.[@B30] showed that in non-resectable tumor patients complete response were 4.8% (95% CI: 3.5--6.4%), partial responses were 30.2% (95% CI: 24.5--36.3%), whereas stable disease was observed in 41.6% (95% CI: 34.6--48.7%) and progression in 20.8% (95% CI: 14.5--27.8%). Resectability was estimated to 33.2% (95% CI: 25.8--41.1%) of initially staged non-resectable tumor patients and it was more frequent in the group of patients who received combination chemotherapy with 33%. Additionally, R0 resection margins were observed in 79.2% (95% CI: 72.4--85.2%), which were comparable to the group of initially resectable tumor patients (82.1%, 95% CI: 73.1--89.6%). The estimated median survival for the initially non-resectable patients who underwent resection was 20.5 (range 9--62) months, in comparison to 10.2 (range 6.21) months of patients who did not undergo resection after pretreatment.[@B30]

The most significant finding of these two meta-analyses was that approximately one third of patients primarily staged as non-resectable tumors could be successfully resected after neoadjuvant treatment with an estimated median survival within the spectrum of primarily resectable tumor patients. In 2015, Zhan et al.[@B27] also performed another systematic review and meta-analysis of prospective studies on neoadjuvant therapy in pancreatic cancer. Thirty-nine studies were included with a total of 1,458 patients covering a period of 15 years (2000 to 2015). Studies were divided into three groups based on the AHPBA/NCCN standard, including 592 patients with borderline and/or locally advanced pancreatic cancer. Their analysis demonstrated that neoadjuvant treatment had been proven to be beneficial for patients with borderline or locally advanced tumors, as it provided a better median survival of 21.8 months, which was within the range of patients with primary resection. Moreover, the resection rate for patients with borderline resectable and locally advanced disease was 40.2% (95% CI: 28.3--53.4%), whereas margin-negative (R0) resections were achieved in 79.4% of the resected patients.[@B27] In September 2011 Assifi et al.[@B58] also performed another systematic review and metaanalysis of 14 prospective phase II trials, including 536 patients with initially resectable, borderline or unresectable pancreatic tumors, investigating the effects of neoadjuvant therapy. Local recurrence was found to be 11.1% (95% CI: 5.6--18%) in all patients according to data reported from eight trials, while distant recurrence was analyzed in nine trials and it was estimated as 43.9% (95% CI: 34.5--53.6%) in all patients, irrespectively of being initially resectable or not. Complete response was only 1.8% (95% CI: 0.6--3.6%) for all patients. Partial response was significantly higher for patients with advanced disease (31.8%, 95% CI: 24.2--39.8%), in contrast to resectable tumor patients (9.5%, 95% CI: 2.9--19.4%). Stable disease was 40.9% (95% CI: 32.8--49.3%) in patients with borderline/unresectable tumors, compared to 73.9% (95% CI: 63.2--83.3) in patients with resectable tumors. Progressive disease was 18.9% in all patients. Resection rates were 31.6% (95% CI: 14--52.5%) in patients with borderline/unresectable disease. Finally, the overall median survival has not found to be significantly different between resectable and advanced tumor patients.[@B58] Consequently, nearly one-third of tumors initially deemed marginal for operative intervention were eventually able to be resected following neoadjuvant treatment.

###### Median overall survival and resection rates after utilizing chemotherapy as treatment modality
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###### Median overall survival and resection rates after utilizing radiotherapy as treatment modality
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###### Immunotherapies in pancreatic cancer
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